THE GUN CONTROL GLOSSARY

Understanding the debate over gun control and the 2nd Amendment requires a sufficient understanding of gun terminology. Gun control advocates have long exploited public misunderstanding by distorting such terms to push their agenda.

For example, Josh Sugarmann, founder of the gun control advocacy group Violence Policy Center, argued in his 1988 analysis that handgun restriction advocates should politicize a new term called “assault weapons” to strengthen their agenda. He stated that it would be politically advantageous to adopt the term “assault weapons,” as their “menacing looks, coupled with the public’s confusion over fully automatic machine guns versus semi-automatic assault weapons—anything that looks like a machine gun is assumed to be a machine gun—can only increase the chance of public support for restrictions on these weapons…Efforts to restrict assault weapons are more likely to succeed than those to restrict handguns.”

As discussed below, Mr. Sugarmann’s analysis was widely adopted by the media and the public. Such widespread abuse of terminology distorts today’s discourse favorably toward gun control advocates’ agendas, rather than factually assessing the functionality of firearms. Consequentially, proposals to ban or penalize firearms and their accessories are often based on what they look like, rather than what they do. The following glossary provides a guide to appropriately define and distinguish such terms.

GLOSSARY OF COMMON GUN CONTROL TERMS

- **ACTIVE SHOOTER:** The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) defines “active shooter” as “an individual actively engaged in killing or attempting to kill people in a populated area.” The FBI reports 38 people died in an active shooter incident in 2020, excluding the shooters.  

- **AR-15:** Contrary to popular belief, AR-15s are NOT assault rifles or “weapons of war.” AR-15s are named after its original manufacturer, the ArmaLite, Inc., rifle model 15. AR-15s are civilian semi-automatic rifles that require a separate trigger pull to fire each round. AR-15s are the most popular recreational firearm in America and are particularly adept at targeting small varmints. They are also commonly used across the federal government. An estimated 16 million Americans own an AR-15. The Assault Weapons Ban Act of 1996 outlawed new sale and production of AR-15s, which proved ineffective as manufacturers easily modified the design as a loophole before the law expired in 2004.  

AR-15s are often referred to as “military-style” weapons. This refers to the cosmetic features of the firearm but does not refer to function or capacity. This confusion over the cosmetic appearance often results in inaccurate descriptions of AR-15s as a military weapon. However, the U.S. military does not use AR-15 civilian semi-automatic rifles. Instead, the military utilizes M4 rifles—which are shortened versions of the M16, the AR-15’s military-grade counterpart – and are fully automatic weapons.

In certain states, it is illegal to use the standard cartridge the AR-15 fires to hunt deer and large game because
the .223 caliber round is deemed “underpowered.”

“ASSAULT WEAPONS”: “Assault weapons” are generally considered to be a select fire weapon in an intermediate cartridge. The Assault Weapons Ban Act of 1996 created a broad political definition of the term “assault weapon.”

The Washington Post reports –

The term "assault weapon" became widely used starting the late 1980s. Many attribute its popularization to a 1988 paper written by gun-control activist and Violence Policy Center founder Josh Sugarmann and the later reaction to a mass shooting at a Stockton, Calif., school in January 1989. Sugarmann, who happens to be a native of Newtown, argued that the American public’s inability to differentiate between automatic and semiautomatic weapons made it easier to get anti-gun legislation passed…Gun rights advocates agree that the term "assault weapons" has furthered the idea that semiautomatic weapons are the same as fully automatic assault rifles, which they contend are much more dangerous.

The branding tactic proved effective, influencing lawmakers and the public. According to the Washington Post, a “Nexis search shows that the term ‘assault weapon’ was used by the media just 140 times in the two years before the mass shooting in Stockton. In the two years following the shooting, as Congress began debating what gun control advocates labeled an ‘assault weapons ban,’ the term was used nearly 2,600 times by the media…Today [in 2013], the term is used widely by the news media, some of whom have style guidelines dictating neutral terminology on contentious issues.”

Following the Assault Weapons Ban Act’s expiration in 2004, a National Institute of Justice report concluded there was no indication banning so-called “assault weapons” reduced shooting-related deaths over the decade the law was in effect. Prior to the ban, such firearms were only used in about two percent of gun-related crimes.

AUTOMATIC WEAPONS: Fully automatic weapons are “firearm[s] that loads another round mechanically after the first round has been fired.” Fully automatic weapons have been strictly regulated under federal law since the passage of the National Firearms Act of 1934. Congress has banned production of fully automatic weapons for the civilian market since 1986. Pre-existing fully automatic weapons are highly taxed and regulated. Examples of fully automatic weapons include the M16, used in military operations, and machine guns.

Semi-automatic rifles require a separate trigger pull to fire each round. The AR-15 is a semi-automatic rifle.

BUMP STOCK: Bump stocks are firearm accessories and devices that “harness recoil energy to facilitate the continuous operation of a semiautomatic firearm [to which it is affixed] after a single pull of the trigger.” The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) issued a rule banning bump stocks in 2019 after reclassifying the devices as machine guns. There is pending litigation in front of the Supreme Court challenging the ban.

CALIBER: A measurement of the diameter of the inside of the barrel of a firearm, usually listed in inches or millimeters. For example, a .30 Caliber rifle is a rifle with a barrel with an interior diameter of 0.30 inches, and a 9 mm handgun is a handgun with a barrel with an interior diameter of 9 mm.

CARTRIDGE: A self-contained unit of ammunition, wherein gunpowder, a bullet (or other projectile), and primer are all held in place by a casing. An intermediate cartridge is a cartridge with a diameter between 6 to
8 mm. Generally, the power of a firearm is determined by the cartridge, not the gun itself.

- **Firearm**: Federal law defines a “firearm” as “(A) any weapon (including a starter gun) which will or is designed to or may readily be converted to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive; (B) the frame or receiver of any such weapon; (C) any firearm muffler or firearm silencer; or (D) any destructive device.” Such term does not include an antique firearm.

There are an estimated 393 million civilian firearms in the U.S. Gun control advocates often link gun ownership—and the number of firearms in the U.S.—to the rate of firearm-related homicides. However, as a 2016 New York Times editorial acknowledges, “The number of guns in America has increased by more than 50 percent since 1993, and in that same period the gun homicide rate in the United States has dropped by half.”

- **“Ghost Guns”**: “Ghost guns” broadly refer to privately made firearms. Under federal law, licensed manufacturers of firearms for sale or resale are required to identify each manufactured firearm with a serial number, “which facilitates ATF’s ability to trace them if lost or used in crime.” Moreover, “ghost guns,” which are not made for resale, but for private use, are and have always been legal to manufacture and possess at a federal level throughout U.S. history. It is a federal crime to make “ghost guns” or private, unlicensed firearms for resale. [See also RPC guide entitled “Biden’s Gun Control Orders”].

- **Gun-related Deaths**: The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported 39,707 cases of gun-related deaths in the U.S. in 2019. Of that number, less than 1%—ranging as low as an estimated 0.2%, by some analyses—were caused by mass shootings in 2019. 60% of gun-related deaths are suicides, about 30% are domestic and gang violence episodes that do not meet the FBI’s definition of an “active shooter,” and 1% were unintentional shootings. [See also RPC guide entitled “Dishonest Democrat Gun Grabs”].

The CDC reports individual cases of U.S. gun-related deaths rose to a record 45,222 cases in 2020 likely due in part to the COVID-19 pandemic. According to the Pew Research Center, the rate of gun-related deaths in 2020 (13.7 deaths per 100,000 people) remains below the peak rate in 1974 (16.3 deaths per 100,000 people), despite the record individual number of gun-related deaths occurring in 2020.

The Pew Research Center chart, which analyzes CDC data, shows that about 54% of all U.S. gun-related deaths were suicides (24,292 deaths) and 43% percent were murders (19,384) in 2020. The remaining 3% of gun-related deaths involved law enforcement (611), were unintentional (535), or had undetermined circumstances (400).

- **Gun-related Homicides**: The FBI references voluntarily disclosed data from Statista on gun-related homicides by murder weapon in the U.S., as shown in the chart below. The data found that handguns (8,029 deaths) were the most common weapon used in homicides in 2020, the year with the most recently available data. By contrast, rifles (455 deaths), shotguns (203 deaths), and other guns (113 deaths) accounted for a relatively small percentage of firearm-related homicides in 2020.

The CDC reports 19,384 people died from a firearm-related homicide in 2020. A Pew Research Center analysis of CDC data found this total accounted for 43% of all gun-related deaths in the U.S. that year.
“GUN SHOW LOOPHOLE:” The so-called “gun show loophole” refers to a firearm sale by private sellers at a gun show which does not require a background check. Gun control advocates claim that anyone can go to a gun show and buy a gun without a background check. Despite the politicized term, a “gun show loophole” does not exist. There are no exemptions to firearm dealers’ requirement to run a background check, including at a gun show. Any person “engaged in the business” of selling firearms – meaning they sell firearms as a livelihood or devote time, attention, and labor to dealing in firearms – must run a background check through the National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) any time they sell a firearm to an individual regardless of the location of the sale. The only exemption for running a background check is if the sale is between two private, same-state individuals whose state does not require universal background checks.

HANDGUNS: Handguns are defined as “a firearm which has a short stock and is designed to be held and fired by the use of a single hand; and any combination of parts from which a firearm…can be assembled.” Handguns are the most common weapon used in gun-related homicides, resulting in 8,029 deaths in 2020, according to Statista. Vice President Harris reportedly owns a handgun for personal defense.

LARGE CAPACITY MAGAZINES (LCM): Magazines determine how many rounds of ammunition a gun can fire. LCMs are magazines capable of holding more than 10 rounds of ammunition. A so-called “high-capacity” magazine – which generally refers to a magazine with 10 or more rounds – is a term of art and is often intended to refer to LCMs in a negative context. Most firearms users and industry stakeholders refer to magazines capable of holding up to 30 rounds as “standard capacity magazines.” [See RPC guide entitled “Dishonest Democrat Gun Grabs” for more information on the ineffectiveness of banning such magazines].
• **MACHINE GUNS:** The National Firearms Act defines machine guns as “Any weapon which shoots, is designed to shoot, or can be readily restored to shoot, automatically more than one shot without manual reloading, by a single function of the trigger,” including the frame or receiver of any such weapon, or “[a]ny combination of parts from which a machinegun can be assembled if such parts are in the possession or under the control of a person.” Machine guns are fully automatic weapons that fire an intermediate or large cartridge.

• **MASS SHOOTINGS:** There are multiple definitions of mass shootings. The most widely accepted definition of a mass shooting is “a single incident in which four or more people are shot or killed,” typically at a single location. According to UC Davis, mass shootings accounted for 0.2% of all total firearm-related deaths in 2019. Furthermore, a 2019 Rockefeller Institute report found mass shootings accounted for 0.1% of total firearm-related deaths from 2000-2014. Gun control advocates mislead the public when they take advantage of the tragedy of a mass shooting to call for eliminating 2nd Amendment rights.

• **READILY-CONVERTIBLE STANDARD:** The ATF can apply the readily-convertible standard to designate certain semi-automatic weapons that can be easily converted to machine guns. Applying such a standard is rare and generally limited to “open bolt” semi-automatic weapons, of which there are very few. For example, the ATF has never applied this standard to an AR-15, recognizing that it would require sophisticated machining and the installation of non-standard parts to convert it to a fully automatic firearm.

• **RED FLAG LAWS:** Red flag laws, also known Extreme Risk Protection Orders (ERPO) or Gun Violence Restraining Orders, are state laws that allow certain persons to petition a court to order the removal of firearms from an individual alleged to pose a risk to himself or others. 19 states and D.C. have some form of red flag law. Red flag laws vary across the states, but generally grant petition eligibility to law enforcement and family or household members.

A 2020 RAND Corporation report found the effects of state red flag laws inconclusive to the outcomes of shootings. In fact, the report “found no qualifying studies” showing that state red flag laws decreased mass shootings, violent crime, officer-involved shootings, and other outcomes, based on their criteria. [See RPC guide entitled “Biden’s Gun Control Orders” for more information].

• **RIFLES:** Rifles are defined under federal law as “a weapon designed or redesigned, made or remade, and intended to be fired from the shoulder and designed or redesigned and made or remade to use the energy of the explosive in a fixed cartridge to fire only a single projectile through a rifled bore for each single pull of the trigger, and shall include any such weapon which may be readily restored to fire a fixed cartridge.” Assault rifles are rifles which shoot an intermediate cartridge and can fire either single or multiple rounds from a single trigger pull. See “Automatic Weapons” definition above.

Conversely, semi-automatic rifles load and fire one round per trigger pull. The Heritage Foundation notes, semi-automatic rifles “are, by far, the type of firearm least likely to be used to perpetuate criminal violence, and account for only about 3% of gun-related homicides every year.” Semi-automatic rifles are defined as “any repeating rifle which utilizes a portion of the energy of a firing cartridge to extract the fired cartridge case and chamber the next round, and which requires a separate pull of the trigger to fire each cartridge.” AR-15’s are considered to be America’s Rifle, as the most popular civilian semi-automatic rifle.

• **SHOTGUNS:** Shotguns are defined under federal law as “a weapon designed or redesigned, made or remade, and intended to be fired from the shoulder and designed or redesigned and made or remade to use the energy of the explosive in a fixed shotgun shell to fire through a smooth bore either a number of projectiles (ball shot) or a single projectile for each pull of the trigger, and shall include any such weapon which may be readily restored to fire a fixed shotgun shell.” Shotguns are distinguished from rifles by their barrel design, type of intended target, and type of ammunition. Shotguns accounted for 203 deaths by gun-related homicide in the U.S. in 2020.
**Silencers:** Federal law defines a silencer or muzzle as “any device for silencing, muffling, or diminishing the report of a portable firearm, including any combination of parts, designed or redesigned, and intended for the use in assembling or fabricating a firearm silencer or firearm muffler, any part intended only for use in such assembly or fabrication.”66 Silencers are also referred to by some as “suppressors.”

**Stand Your Ground:** The “castle doctrine” principle states that individuals have the right to use reasonable and deadly force to protect themselves against an intruder in their home. State Stand Your Ground laws generally expand the castle doctrine principle to protect self-defense and cover from duty to retreat for individuals facing an intruder in their home.67 Kenneth Walker, boyfriend of the late Breonna Taylor, sought legal immunity under Kentucky’s stand your ground laws before charges against him were dropped in March 2021.68

**Straw Purchases:** ATF defines straw purchases as “the illegal purchase of a firearm by one person for another.”69 Using a straw purchaser to obtain a firearm is illegal.
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